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Give Me Some Space:
LSPACE Processing

T oday, storage is cheap. As technological
advances allow manufacturers to

continually place more data in the same
physical space, the cost per megabyte of
disk storage inevitably falls. Regardless of
how inexpensive a byte of today’s DASD
may be, it is still subject to what I mod-
estly call (with my apologies to Gordon
Moore and to Murphy) Pryor’s Law.
Pryor’s Law states that the amount of data
that must be stored will always increase to
the point that it exceeds the capacity of the
installation’s devices. The storage adminis-
trator must constantly be concerned with
the amount of free space available on the
system. Without sufficient unused capac-
ity, jobs begin to fail and the phone
begins to ring.

To avoid this situation, most installations
continually monitor free space availability.
This may take the form of manual monitoring
via occasional glances at the ISMF Volume
application, monitoring using such “unoffi-
cial” utilities as TASID (www-3.ibm.com/
software/ad/ispf/library/tasid.html), using
homegrown tools, or may be automated.
Determining the amount of free space
available on each volume in the system is
particularly important for DFSMS compo-
nents such as DFSMShsm and FDRABR. If
the percentage of total available space on a
volume falls below thresholds specified for
the SMS storage group (or for non-SMS
volumes, below thresholds defined in other
ways), these systems begin performing
automated storage management tasks such
as migrating unused datasets and scratching
expired ones.

Other storage management products, par-
ticularly monitoring tools, use free space
levels as “trigger” conditions to automate
warnings to the storage administrator that
space is running low, or to kick off volume

reorganization jobs if an undesirable level
of free space fragmentation is observed.

All of these systems and products have a
common requirement — the need to know
how much unused space is available on a
volume and how fragmented that free space
is. They all employ a common system facil-
ity to obtain the information — the LSPACE
macro (SVC 78). LSPACE is used through-
out z/OS (and OS/390 - MVS) systems:

● to obtain free space information
(number of free tracks and cylinders
on a volume)

● to obtain extent information (the largest
free extent and number of free extents)

● to determine the fragmentation index of
a volume

● as a byproduct of the aforementioned
to discover logical or physical errors on
a volume that prevent space
information from being obtained.

The LSPACE macro is easily coded in an
assembler-language program and may be
issued by authorized or non-authorized
callers, who simply specify a UCB address
(the UCB must be for a DASD device, of
course), and a storage location where
LSPACE is to return its data. Unlike many
other system services which access disk
devices, LSPACE does not require the vol-
ume to be allocated to the job, and the UCB
address specified may be either a “real”
UCB or a UCB copy.

LSPACE returns its information in one
of four formats: a 30-character message
area, a 40-character “expanded” message
area, a data area mapped by the MF=D
form of the LSPACE macro, and an
optional area that can receive a copy of the
volume’s Format-4 DSCB (the Format-4
describes the VTOC itself and provides

volume status information). If the message
area type of LSPACE is used, no format-
ting of the returned information is
required; the area simply contains a print-
able text message that can be easily used
as input to a WTO or QSAM PUT macro
for display. The format of the message is
shown in Figure 1. If an error occurs, then
a non-zero return code is produced and the
message text indicates the type of error,
such as ‘INVALID PARAMETER’ or
‘UCB NOT READY’. With the advent of
Large Device support, a single disk volume
can now have as many as 32,756 cylinders,
resulting in a number too large to be held
in the original 30-byte message area. The
EXPMSG option provides a 40-byte mes-
sage area, allowing six-digit values to be
obtained instead of four-digit values.

The data area form of LSPACE (specified
by the DATA= operand) returns binary
information into the specified location,
rather than a text message. The data area
form of the macro must be used to obtain
the fragmentation index for the specified
volume. Fragmentation index is a logarith-
mic measure of the number and size of the
free spaces on the volume, and can range
from around zero, indicating contiguous
free spaces and little fragmentation, to .999,
indicating a high degree of fragmentation.
In a few rare instances, LSPACE may be
unable to calculate the fragmentation index
for a device, and will return a value of 1.00
to indicate this.

When LSPACE is issued, a type 19
SMF record (Direct Access Volume) is
written, if the installation has specified
that type 19 records are to be collected.
Authorized callers of LSPACE can use the
SMF=TEST/YES/NONE parameter to
explicitly force (or bypass) creation of
type 19 records.
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ENQUEUE ISSUES

Even though LSPACE normally only reads information from
the specified device, it obtains control of the device via an
EXCLUSIVE, rather than a SHARED, enqueue. This occurs
because it is possible that the device may be logically damaged in
some way (invalid DSCBs or VTOC index records, for example),
and LSPACE may have to write to the volume (usually, to turn on
the DS4DIRF, or “dirty” bit, so that later DADSM processing can
repair the damage). This exclusive enqueue can be the cause of
occasional system hangs and timeout problems. Typically, these
occur when some function issues LSPACE to obtain free space
information for a volume, but the volume is already the target of a
long-term RESERVE or enqueue by another process, such as
backup. For example, the SWITCH SMF command, which causes
an LSPACE to be performed for every volume in the system (in
order to write an SMF type 19 record for each), can take a long time
to complete, because LSPACE waits until it can get the enqueue for
each volume. If many volumes are being backed up, completion of
the SWITCH command may be delayed for quite a while. Other
tasks requiring system resources, such as the SYSIEFSD qname,
can sometimes get hung up as well. For this reason, some installa-
tions have opted to turn off recording of SMF type 19 records so
that LSPACE processing is lessened. A similar situation can occur
if an LSPACE is issued at IPL time on one system, and another
system is performing some operation that requires a long-term
enqueue (such as defragmentation or backup). The IPL may then
have to wait until the other system releases the volume.

To solve these problems, APAR OW48527 introduced a timeout
delay that cancels the LSPACE I/O if LSPACE does not complete
within five seconds. Unfortunately, this interval proved too short for
some devices, and APAR OW51435 was necessary to increase the
timeout value to a maximum of 240 seconds or the MIH interval,
whichever is smaller. This APAR also allows the caller of LSPACE
to set a particular timeout value, if desired.

APAR OW45020 (closed as a SUGgestion ) addresses another
“gotcha” involving LSPACE and SMF recording. This APAR notes
that LSPACE is issued not only when a type 19 SMF record is

required, but also for type 69 - VSAM Data Space information.
Even though VSAM data spaces have gone the way of the dodo, if
type 69 recording is inadvertently included in the system’s SMF
TYPE specifications, an LSPACE will still occur, and a delay in the
LSPACE could result in a lengthy SWITCH SMF command or
other delays, even though type 19 records are not being recorded.
Thus, including NOTYPE(69) in the SMF parmlib member may be
a good idea.

The LSPACE macro provides a simple way for both system
programs and applications to determine the free space availability
on a disk volume. When combined in a loop that examines selected
volumes in the system (via the UCBSCAN macro), it is a simple
matter to write a volume free space display. The CBT tape (avail-
able through www.naspa.com or www.cbttape.org) contains
numerous examples of such utilities. Regardless of whether it is
performed by a system function, a vendor display such as that
provided by Chicago-Soft’s MVS/Quickref, or a homegrown pro-
gram, LSPACE is one of the most important supervisor calls in
the system. An understanding of its details is a useful addition to
the storage administrator’s knowledge.  
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tacted at pryor@mailatlanta.net.

If the expanded message area is used, each value is six digits, rather than four digits, long.

SPACE=cccc,tttt,xxxx/maxc,maxt

where:
cccc = unused whole cylinders on the device
tttt = additional unused tracks on the device
xxxx = free extents on the device
maxc = whole cylinders in largest free extent
maxt = additional tracks in largest free extent

FIGURE 1: LSPACE MESSAGE RETURN AREA 


